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Creating a fragrance collection that captures the far north
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Imagine a great land hidden at the end of a long rocky track. A land populated by 
silent forests, silvery lakes, secluded islands and mountains of snow. Where nature 
dominates and seasons dictate. A land larger than Germany, France and Italy but 
one-tenth of the people. With more boats and bicycles than those owning them. 

And a border to continental Europe just 60km long

This is a land that has plotted its own course. Shaped a different way of living 
over the course of centuries. Where ethics, consciousness and values of trust, 
equality, respect thrive. And where its inhabitants place the greatest priority 
on life balance. On fellowship, family and friends. And on everyday moments  

of shared happiness

Romantic? Idealistic? We think not. It’s genuine. 
And it’s something everyone should experience

Sense of Scandinavia



Understanding Scandinavia
starts with the forests

More than half of the Nordic lands lie beneath a dense canopy of 
trees and it is said that one can walk from Skåne, the southernmost 
county of Sweden, to Lapland, inside the Arctic Circle, without once 

leaving the forest. A journey of more than 1000 miles. 

The vast majority of this woody landscape is boreal – evergreen forests 
of spruce, pine and fir. But further south these ancient trees mingle  
reluctantly with the deciduous beech and birch genus, often carving 
distinct lines in the soil as their silent sentinels face off toward one 
another. And where their lines meet, different flora fills in the gaps. 

This is one of the last remaining wildernesses of Europe and its dark 
wooden halls are still populated by moose, bear, boar and wolves. 
Or in its magical form, by trolls, elves and dwarves. Thus, to be  
ensconced inside one of the many tiny wooden houses hidden deep 
inside the forest is to experience a connection to nature so pure  

and raw that one’s senses are never more alive. 

S K O G
Swedish/Norwegian for ‘ forest’ 



Y O U  A R E  N E V E R  FA R  F R O M  WA T E R

37000 km of coastline

Ö
Swedish for ‘ island’ 

H AV
Scandinavian for ‘sea’

Which Nordic country has 
the most islands?

Sweden and Finland are surrounded by endless archipelagos of 
uninhabited islands, Norway hosts half a million freshwater lakes, 
while Denmark is no more than a series of islands off the Jutland 

peninsula. There is no clear answer. 

What is clear is the magnetic attraction of escaping to these islands; 
of boats and symbiosis with the sea, wet footprints on the smooth 
rocks, empty vistas and favoured spots to jump into the clear  
water. Then as the evening approaches, withdrawal from the shore 
to reside in cabins among the hardy plants and weathered brush, 

with the gentle hint of fragrance carried on the cool night air. 



Carved from glaciers

Fjordland is perhaps the most famous of the landscapes of  
Scandinavia, a spectacular memory of the ice age where ancient  
glaciers scoured the landscape, eventually melting to create 
steep-sided cliffs cascading deep into long, narrow and still waters. 

Yet what few know is that the fertile soils of fjordland are also the 
fruit basket of Norway and that the spring blossoms of apples, 
plums, pears and cherries on the Hardanger trail or the sweet berry 

fruits of Geraingerfjord are a secret shared by only the few. 

It’s this combination of wood and water, fruit and fantasy that 
makes the Norwegian fjords like nothing on earth. 

FJ O R D
Norwegian



NATUR
Mini Scented Candle Gif tset

NEW



R O
Scandinavian for ‘tranquility’

Escaping to nature is something Scandinavians embrace  
enthusiastically. Long drives on empty roads to hidden houses 
deep in the open country are journeys of spiritual importance - 

akin to a religious pilgrimage. 

In this nature they find ro, one of those rare words common in 
all 3 Scandinavian languages that describes a meditative state of 
peacefulness where the mind is clear and the body is an innate 

part of the land that surrounds it. 



Nordic homes are often recognised for their aesthetics and their attention to the 
living experience. When you spend more than 6 months of the year avoiding the 

weather, then the role of the home as cradle and comfort is very compelling. 

Utilisation of natural light and use of materials that retain heat create a frame 
that maximises the contribution of the surrounding environment. Low-key colour 
palettes reduce the aural noise indoors while modestly furnished and delicately 

scented communal spaces encourage gatherings. 

L E M P I
Old Finnish for ‘ love’

K O T O
Old Finnish for ‘cosy at home’



Much has been written about hygge of late, but for us hygge is  
timeless and translates simply to a Danish priority on generating 
happiness through countless everyday small moments and  

interactions. 

Hygge is not discriminatory and it is not cool. It is universal, it 
can happen at any time – planned or otherwise – it will happen 
many times a day, and you can’t overdose on it. It is almost a  
preprogrammed, unconscious embracing of life that is the essence 
of what makes Scandinavia so special and, we believe, what the rest 

of the world can learn a lot from. 

As an Englishman, I realise how we constantly defer happiness –  
to the weekend, to the foreign vacation, the new car, job, or the  
bigger house. We don’t tend to live in the moment as we are too  
busy trying to get to somewhere else, and I think many other  

global citizens are very much the same. 

But Danes don’t have ownership on this focus on life’s small  
moments, the Swedes and Norwegians are very good at  
prioritising the everyday as well, they simply have different – 
much less talked about - words to express it. It’s just that little,  
untranslatable Danish word, and the publicity generated by being 
continuously the world’s happiest nation, that’s what makes  

Denmark the current hero of the hour. 

H Y G G E
Danish for ‘cosiness’

What is hygge?



HJEM
Mini Scented Candle Gif tset

NEW



DIFFU S ER R EFILL
200ml, 3+ months

NEW

BÆR 
Berry harvest

NEW



Quality & Care

Our candle and diffuser collection is designed in Denmark and produced in France to the  
strictest EU quality standards. Because our products are living elements there are several simple  

but important steps to get the most from your Skandinavisk purchase.
 

— Our glass votives are designed to be  
enjoyed long after the fragrance has finished, 
with tealights or as storage pots. So just 
hand-wash with warm, soapy water.

For our diffusers

— The sticks are a primitive volume control, 
the more sticks you use and the more often 
you rotate them, the more the perfume is 
drawn up, the stronger the scent and the 
faster the evaporation.

— We recommend to place the diffuser on  
a protective surface, such as a drinks mat, to 
protect sensitive surfaces.

For further information, please consult the 
guidelines on our packaging.

For our candles

— The wooden lid is designed to be used as  
a base for the lit candle, both to help protect 
from sensitive surfaces and as a snuffer to 
extinguish the flame.

— When you first light a candle burn just 
long enough for the melt pool to reach the 
edge of the glass to avoid tunnelling.

— Never burn a candle for more than 3 
hours at a time as otherwise the melt pool 
can become too deep for the wick to remain 
fully upright.

— Before relighting wait for the wax to cool 
and always pick off the tip of the wick, leav-
ing approx. 0.5cm.

— Always leave 0.5cm of unmolten wax at 
the base when finished to avoid prolonged 
exposure of the glass to the direct heat of the 
candle flame.



About us

Skandinavisk is 2 English chaps who fell in love with 2 blonde 
 Scandinavian girls and never left.

Our home fragrance collection is inspired by more than 15 years of 
travels and experiences across the Nordic region.

We design subtle, refined scents and blend them with native  
symbols and a single local word rich with meaning to create unique 

impressions of Scandinavia.



H AV
Scandinavian for ‘sea’
[  H O W  ]

Freshness of the Seas. Infused with notes 
of water f lora, driftwood, sea froth and 
fresh air.

200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months 200ml Scent Diffuser refill / 3+ months55gr Scented Candle / 16 hours 190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

S K O G
Swedish/Norwegian for ‘ forest’
[  S K O W G  ]

Calm of the Boreal Forest. A morning mist of 
pine needles and woodland lily of the valley, 
musk and aged leather. 

200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months55gr Scented Candle / 16 hours 190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

F J O R D
Norwegian
[  F -Y O R  ]

Carved from Glaciers. Joyous notes of woods 
and ripening orchards, of blackcurrants and 
raspberry flowers.

200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months55gr Scented Candle / 16 hours 190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

Ö
Swedish for ‘ island’
[  U R R  ]

Island Solitude. Memories of rowing to a 
deserted island, the slippery touch of damp 
rockmoss underfoot, and the fragrant green 
embrace of dog-rose and crabapples.

200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months55gr Scented Candle / 16 hours 190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

R O
Scandinavian for ‘tranquility’
[  R O  ]

Tranquility. A subtle symphony of fresh cut 
grass and crumpled leaves, ambered woods 
and hidden blankets in the dunes. 

200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months 200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months55gr Scented Candle / 16 hours 190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

H Y G G E
Danish for ‘cosiness’
[  H U – G A H  ]

Danish DNA. Moments of smokey tea 
and baked strawberry cake, of rose petals 
and picking wild mint.

200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months 200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months55gr Scented Candle / 16 hours 190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours



K O T O
Old Finnish for ‘cosy at home’
[  K O –T O  ]

No Place Like Home. Promising delicate 
notes of Baltic amber and schersmin blended 
with exotic mandarin and vanilla.

N AT U R
Scandinavian for ‘nature’
[  N A -T U R R  ]

A triptych of nature fragrances ref lecting
Scandinavia’s vast landscapes, raw seasons 
and abundance of water.

H J E M
Danish/Norwegian for ‘ home’
[  Y E M  ]

Combining 3 of our most popular
living-oriented fragrances in a
muted graphic display.

L E M P I
Old Finnish for ‘ love’
[  L E M – P E  ]

Vintage Love. A timeless blend of rose and 
strawberry, garden peony and oakmoss.

3x55gr with gift box / 3x16 hours3x55gr with gift box / 3x16 hours

B Æ R
Danish/Norwegian for ‘berry’
[  B A R E  ]

Berry Harvest. Baskets of Nordic berries, of 
sweet-smelling reductions on the stove and 
warm, zingy sauces poured over ice cream. 

200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months55gr Scented Candle / 16 hours 190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

B Å L
Scandinavian for campfire
[  B O R L  ]

Dawn Embers. Of summer campfires 
by the lake and sleeping under the 
stars, of roaring bonfires in the snow, 
glowing faces and shadows in the dark. 

190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

N O R D LY S
Norwegian for ‘Northern Lights’
[  N O R- L U C E  ]

Aurora Borealis. Magical, elusive, 
indefinable. A fresh and colourful 
fragrance designed to be impossible to 
capture. 

S N Ö
Swedish for ‘snow’
[  S N U R  ]

Winter light. A fresh, crisp and icily 
dry scent infused with a hint of winter 
berries and frozen timberwood.

190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours 190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

NAT
Danish/Norwegian for ‘night’
[  N A E T  ]

Surrender. Echoes of a late evening 
at the summer house where the fir 
trees tower over the silent lake  
in a mist of honeysuckle.

D A G
Scandinavian for ‘ dag’
[  D A E  ]

Savour. Reflections on a Scandinavian 
spring garden with buzzing herb  
gardens and colourful sprays of  
lily, violet and magnolia.

190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours 200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months 200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours

200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months55gr Scented Candle / 16 hours 190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours 200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months

200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months200ml Scent Diffuser / 3+ months55gr Scented Candle / 16 hours 190gr Scented Candle / 50 hours



International

Skandinavisk UK
michelle@skandinavisk.com
+44 7789 790 682

Schønemann Agentur – Jutland & Funen, Denmark 
per@schonemann.eu
+45 3132 4332

Mosaique, Agent – Sweden/Norway
allan@mosaique.dk
+45 2425 4057

Sanna Raatikainen, Agent – Finland
sanna@nougat.fi
+358 103 873 980

Kolk & Kolk, Agent – Benelux
info@kolkenkolk.nl 
+31 40 780 0985

Frost International, Agent – Austria
s.bleil@frost-international.at 
+43 699 150 55006

Saromu, Agent – Spain
gloriaf@saromu.com
+34 982 87 27 20

Cie Luxe Brands, LLC, Distributor – North America
chris@cieluxe.com
+1 760 827 1400

BYMR, Distributor – Australia 
nils@bymr.com.au
+61 2 9436 2929

Scent Boutique, Distributor – China
jingwei.wang@scentboutique.com.cn
+86 152 4179 7466

skandinavisk.com

For general enquiries and orders: 
hej@skandinavisk.com 

Shaun Russell, Founder & CEO
shaun@skandinavisk.com
T.  +45 2485 3080

Gerry Kingham, Commercial Director
gerry@skandinavisk.com
T.  +46 72 315 2282

Skandinavisk SR ApS
Vesterbrogade 26
1620 Copenhagen
Denmark

VAT: DK 34620628

GLN: 5790002295034

C O N TAC T




